Some questions for collaboration:
How do we respond to structure when it is presented and communicated through different languages or materials? How does a conversation that moves between the visual and the aural take shape? What is possible when translation is made to fluctuate, when the opportunities are innumerable?

After a lengthy conversation about the role of improvisation, interpretation and rule making in both of our practices, Taylor Ho Bynum and I ventured to create and utilize a graphic score in our collaboration for the Habitat exhibition and portfolio.
I began by interpreting a solo improvisation that Taylor had made previously, listening and translating it into a drawing. I took this linear map and created a graphic score, considering color, information density, shape, line quality, and composition. Upon finish and discussion, the notion of a trio and a triptych emerged. Taylor recruited musicians to play the score. The score suggested three voices and/or three movements and/or three variations. During a recording session in March of 2022, Taylor, Toby Summerfield, and Michael Casey, generated a handful of different possible versions.

The results we are presenting for Habitat is the graphic score, a long form movement-based composition, and three shorter compositions where the musicians rotated translating different portions of the graphic score.

This work is but a fraction of the possible outcomes; each guided by a set of predetermined parameters and executed with clarity. That is the beauty of a structure. With agreement on a few ground rules, we can generate infinite variations. Within the
context of Habitat we could each take the rules from our own studio and create a dialogue that is open and rich in opportunities.
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